Abstract-Object-based visual attention has received an increasing interest in recent years. Perceptual object is the basic attention unit of object-based visual attention. The definition and extraction of perceptual objects is one of the key technologies in object-based visual attention computation model. A novel perceptual object definition and extraction method is proposed in this paper. Based on Gestalt theory and visual feature integration theory, perceptual object is defined using homogeneity region, salient region and edges. An improved saliency map generating algorithm is employed first. Based on the saliency map, salient edges are extracted. Then graph-based clustering algorithm is introduced to get homogeneity regions in the image. Finally an integration strategy is adopted to combine salient edges and homogeneity regions to extract perceptual objects. The proposed perceptual object extraction method has been tested on lots of natural images. Experiment results and analysis are presented in this paper also. Experiment results show that the proposed method is reasonable and valid.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human and other primates have an instinctive ability that they can rapidly find what they want in a clustered vision scene. This is so-called visual selective attention. Visual attention mechanism makes them to concentrate on the important things for further processing and ignore other unimportant things. With visual attention mechanism, the important or interested information has the priority to get the resource firstly and the computation and reaction speed can be improved. In recent years, visual attention has attracted more and more researchers in active vision and image processing field.
Many computational models for visual attention have been proposed. According to the difference of attention unit, these models are mainly based on two kinds of viewpoints: space-based visual attention [1] [2] [3] [4] and objectbased visual attention [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Space-based visual attention advocates that particular spatial location is the medium of visual attention. According to this idea, attention is just like a beam of light and the region lightened by such a mental light is what we pay attention to [9] . Most of space-based visual attention models are based on saliency map. Saliency value of every pixel in the image is computed and then the pixel with the maximal saliency value is chosen to be the center of attention. The attention area is a rectangle or a circle the size of which is fixed [1] [2] or variable [3] [4] . Space-based visual attention models make use of space information effectively, but the focus of attention is shifted only from one spatial region to another region and the integrity of object is not considered. Sometimes focus of attention will be shifted to a meaningless region. Space-based visual attention models are not very effective in some applications like image segmentation, object detection and recognition.
In recent years, more and more researchers believe that attention is object-based. Many psychological experiments indicate that "object" plays an important role in visual attention [10] [11] . In object-based visual attention models, attention unit is "object" not spatial location or region. It is required to point out that "object" here is a perceptual object not a real object or natural object. Comparing with space-based visual attention, the advantage of object-based visual attention is that the selected attention region can be adjusted according to the size and shape of objects. Object-based visual attention models are very suitable for some applications like object detection and recognition.
Definition and extraction of perceptual object is the basic and important problem in the computational model for object-based attention. There are some researchers who have presented some methods to extract objects in images. Sun et al. proposed an object-based visual attention model in [5] [6] . In this model, the definition of perceptual object was not given and the perceptual object was simple extracted using image segmentation and grouping. The extraction results were not very good. Zhao et al. proposed a perceptual object definition and extraction method [7] . They used the inner continuity and similarity of the region and difference between the region and its surroundings to define and extract a perceptual object. This is not valid in some clustered and complex images. Zou et al. proposed an object extraction method based on multi-scale analysis and grouping [8] . But they only considered edge information and other features were neglected. Shao et al. presented a perceptual object detection algorithm based on intrinsic dimensionality [9] . But manual adjustment was required in some complex images.
In this paper, a new perceptual object extraction method based on saliency and clustering is proposed. The perceptual object is defined using salient region, edges and homogeneity region. Salient edges are extracted using a saliency map and an edges detection method. Homogeneity regions are generated using a graph-based clustering algorithm. Then perceptual objects are extracted by combining salient regions, edges and homogeneity regions.
This paper is organized as follows. Definition of perceptual object is given in Section II. Section III proposes the outline and details of perceptual object extraction method. Experiment results and discussion are presented in Section IV. Conclusions are proposed in Section V.
II. DEFINITION OF PERCEPTUAL OBJECT
It is needed to point out that "object" in object-based visual attention refers to a perceptual object not a real object. Perceptual grouping is one of the main functions of human visual perception system. It can organize some local information into a group with topological structure. Each group is an attention unit (perceptual object).
Gestalt perceptual organization theory has attracted more and more researchers in recent years. Gestalt Theory is a broad interdisciplinary general theory which provides a framework for a wide variety of psychological phenomena, processes, and applications. The focus of Gestalt theory is the idea of "grouping", i.e. characteristics of stimuli cause us to structure or interpret a visual field or problem in a certain way [12] [13] . Gestalt law of organization is the research result about Gestalt theory in perception field. It contains some factors described as follows. 1) Proximity: objects or events that are near to one another (in space or time) are perceived as belonging together as a unit.
2) Similarity: parts of a stimulus field that are similar to each other tend to be perceived as belonging together as a unit. This similarity might depend on relationships of form, color, size, or brightness.
3) Closure: there is an innate tendency to perceive incomplete objects as complete and to close or fill gaps and to perceive asymmetric stimuli as symmetric.
4) Common fate: elements of perceptual field that move or function in a similar manner will be perceived as a unit. 5) Continuity: there is an innate tendency to perceive a line as continuing its established direction. 6) Symmetry: Symmetrical elements are perceived collectively.
In addition, it is required to point out that feature value contrast is the most important issue in selective visual attention. Parts with high contrast to the surroundings parts are likely to contain objects and get the attention. Saliency map is the most common method to indicate the feature value contrast of each part in the image.
Based on Gestalt theory and feature contrast theory, the perceptual object is defined using (1) . A perceptual object is described by three attributes which are homogeneity measure, edge(s) and saliency measure. Each factor is introduced in detail below.
(1)
A. Homogeneity Measure HM means the homogeneity measure of the inner part of an object. According to the Gestalt perceptual organization theory, the pixels in an object are similar with each other in intensity, color, orientation, shape, texture or other features. We can do graph-based clustering algorithm to cluster the pixels in the image into several homogeneity regions. An object may contain one or some homogeneity regions.
B. Edges
ES means edges of the object. According to the Gestalt perceptual organization theory, an object is often closed and continuous. Edges represent the contour of an object and satisfy the Gestalt law of closure and continuity. Edges of the object can be detected using edge detection algorithm. Then according to some rules, some tiny or unimportant edges are neglected and only important edges are preserved.
C. Saliency Measure
SM means the saliency measure of a perceptual object. Saliency of an object represents the feature contrast between the object and its surroundings. Algorithm to calculate saliency based on feature contrast will be introduced in next section. According to the saliency value, saliency map of the input image will be generated. Based on the saliency map, we can extract salient region(s) in the image. Salient regions contain pixels with high saliency value. These regions are likely to contain objects and get the attention.
III. EXTRACTION OF PERCEPTUAL OBJECT
We can extract perceptual objects in an image based on the definition of perceptual object described in Section II. The framework of extracting perceptual object is shown in Fig. 1 . The process of perceptual object extraction algorithm is described below.
1) Compute saliency value of each pixel based on feature value contrast and get saliency map of the input image.
2) Detect edges of the image. Extract salient edges and neglect edges which are not salient based on the saliency map.
3) Do graph-based clustering algorithm to cluster pixels which are near and similar in intensity, color and orientation. The input image is clustered into several homogeneity regions. 4) Extract salient region(s) according to the saliency map and homogeneity regions. Salient regions are likely to contain objects and get the attention.
5) Perceptual objects are extracted by combining salient regions and salient edges. 
A. Saliency Measure Calculation
Objects are often remarkable in an image, so salient regions in an image are likely to contain objects. We can extract salient regions by computing visual saliency of each part in the image.
If a region is considered as a salient region, at least one of its features is different from other regions in the image. Here we consider intensity and color features. Firstly, transform the input image from RGB color space into HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) color space. I (intensity) channel is selected as intensity feature. H (hue) and S (saturation) channel are chosen as color features.
Secondly, three kinds of saliency which are local saliency, global saliency and rarity saliency of each feature are computed. Then we can get a conspicuity map of each feature by combining these three saliency results.
Finally, an integrated saliency map can be generated by integrating conspicuity maps of three features.
1) Local saliency:
We use local saliency to represent the difference between a region and its surroundings. Different from other methods which compute saliency in spatial domain, we analyze the local saliency in frequency domain.
In frequency domain, an image can be decomposed into magnitude spectrum and phase spectrum. It has been discussed that phase spectrum is very important in image reconstruction. Because we only care about the change of feature value, we reconstruct the image with phase only to eliminate the influence of magnitude spectrum and get the local saliency. The process is described as follows. a) Discrete Fourier transform: Transform the input image from spatial domain into frequency domain using (2). 
c) Compute local saliency: Reconstruct the image with phase spectrum only using (4) and get the local saliency map. . (5) 3) Rarity saliency: Rarity saliency means the less a feature value occurs the more possible it belongs to a salient area.
The areas that have novel and rare feature values often attract people's attention and become salient areas in the image. The easiest method to measure the rarity of a feature value is to count the number it occurs in the image. The higher the number is, the lower the saliency is. The histogram of an image is an adequate statistical tool to count the number of each pixel feature value occurs. So the rarity saliency can be computed using (6).
Where f(x,y) is the feature value of pixel (x,y) in the feature map and hist(·) is the histogram of the feature map. 
4) Feature conspicuity map:
Finally, local saliency map, global saliency map and rarity saliency map need to be combined into a feature conspicuity map. Different weights need to be applied to each saliency result. To compute the weight of each saliency result, the variance V i of each saliency result is calculated first. The higher the variance is, the more important the saliency result is. Then the feature conspicuity map can be generated using (7). . (7) The process of generating intensity conspicuity map is shown in Fig. 3 . Firstly, the intensity feature of the input image is extracted. Then local saliency, global saliency and rarity saliency of the intensity map are calculated. Then these three kinds of saliency results are combined into an intensity conspicuity map.
Finally, we can generate an integrated saliency map by combining the hue feature conspicuity map, saturation conspicuity map and the intensity conspicuity map. 
B. Edge Detection
Edge is an important attention property. The saliency property of the edges is commonly measured by the Gestalt's law: proximity, closure and continuity.
Firstly, the standard canny edge detection algorithm is used to obtain the edge map of the input image. Secondly, based on the saliency map, we can extract the salient edges and remove unimportant or noisy edges. Finally, edge linking and closing procedure are done to get closed edges.
1) Salient edges detection:
After canny edge detection, a canny edge map can be generated. But there are some noisy or trivial edges which are required to be removed from the edge map. There have been some methods to detect and remove noisy edges, but they are often based on the whole edge map and the computational complexity is very high. In this paper, we assume that perceptual objects are always inside salient regions. Therefore, only the edges which have high saliency value are useful. We call these edges salient edges [15] .
Let E={e 1 , e 2 , ……e n } to be the set of all edges in the initial canny edge map. Then we compute the saliency of each edge using (8).
Where, L(e i ) is the length of the edge e i and SA(e i ) means the average saliency of e i . w l and w s denote the weights of L(e i )and SA(e i ). L(ei) can be defined as the number of pixels in the edge e i . Here we take the length of edges into account because very short edges are often the noisy edges or the clustered background edges. w l is less than w s . SA(e i ) can be computed using (9). ) (
Where, S(x j , y j ) is the saliency value of pixel (x j , y j ) in the edge e i .
After calculating the saliency value of each edge, we can extract salient edges using (10 . (10) Where, T is the threshold which equals to the average saliency of all the edges.
2) Edge merging and closing: After salient edges detection, we can get an edge set which only contains salient edges. Some of these edges are closed but some are not closed. Based on Gestalt law of closure, we need to connect the endpoints of the unclosed edges and get closed contour of the perceptual object. We define some rules to merge edges based on Gestalt laws of proximity and continuity.
Let E C ={e i | e i is closed} to be the closed edge set. At first, E C is empty.
Firstly, if an edge in salient edge set E S is closed, we directly move it into closed edge set E C from E S .
Secondly, if the distance between two endpoints of an edge is less than a value l, we can connect the two endpoints and get a closed edge. Then we move it into closed edge set E C .
Then if one endpoint of an edge can be connected with an endpoint of another edge, we can merge these two edges into a long edge.
If an edge has two endpoints which cannot be linked, we just remove it from the edge set.
If an edge is fully inside another closed edge, remove this edge from the edge set.
Repeat these steps until the salient edge set E S is empty. Finally, the edges in the closed edge set E C are the final edges we needed.
Some examples of edge detection are shown in Fig. 4 . Input images are shown in the top row. The second row shows the saliency map of the input image. Original canny edge maps are shown in the third row. Extracted salient and closed edges are shown in the fourth row.
C. Graph-based Clustering algorithm
To get the homogeneity regions, we can do graphbased clustering algorithm to cluster the pixels in the image. There have been many graph-based clustering methods. Here we use the Normalized Cuts method proposed by J. Shi in [14] because of its good performance. The process of clustering algorithm can be simply described as follows.
Firstly, given an image, a weighted undirected graph G=(V, E, W) can be set up. V is the set of vertexes (pixels); E is the set of edges between two pixels and W is the weights on the edges. The graph edge weight two pixels i and j can be defined using (11) to measure the similarity between the two pixels. Once the eigenvectors are computed, we can partition the graph into two pieces using the second smallest eigenvector.
After the graph is broken into two pieces, we can recursively run our algorithm on the two partitioned parts. The recursion stops once the Ncut value exceeds certain limit. Ncut is defined as (12) .
. (12) Some examples of graph-based clustering are shown in Fig. 5 . Input images are shown in the first row. The second row shows the homogeneity regions. 
D. Perceptual Object Extraction
To extract perceptual objects, we need to combine saliency map, salient and closed edges and homogeneity regions. The combination conditions and steps are described as follows.
1) Salient region(s) detection:
After homogeneity regions are generated, we should determine salient regions according to the corresponding saliency map because objects always exist in salient areas and get the attention.
Given a homogeneity region set R={R 1 , R 2 , … , R n }, the regions whose area are too small are removed from the homogeneity region set R firstly. Secondly the average saliency value of each homogeneity region is required to be computed using (13) . 
Where, S(x j ,y j ) means the saliency value of pixel (x j , y j ) and Area(R i ) represents the area of region R i .
Then we compute the threshold T based on maximum entropy using (14) . The final salient regions are regions whose average saliency values are not less than the threshold T.
) log log ( max arg . (14) Where N x is the number of regions with saliency value x, M is the total number of saliency value levels.
2) Combination of salient edges and salient regions : Given a salient edge set and a salient region set, we should combine them together to get perceptual objects.
For each salient edge e i , check every salient region R j , if e i ∩ R j ≠ Ø, merge e i and R j .
If there is no region that intersects with e i , remove e i from salient edge set.
If there is no edge that intersects with R j , remove R j from salient region set.
Finally, we get a mask map that contains merged salient edges and regions. Perceptual objects are extracted by adding the mask map to the input image. The process is shown in Fig. 6 .
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have collected many image sources from image search engines and selected more than 100 images each of which contains at least a perceptual object to test our approach. This section presents experimental results and analysis of the proposed approach.
A. Results
Fig . 7 shows the simulation results of the proposed method. Primary images are shown in the first row, saliency maps are shown at row 2, and edges are presented at row 3. Homogeneity regions are shown in the fourth row and perceptual objects extracted are shown in the bottom row. 
B. Comparison
We have compared our proposed approach with results Hou's spectral residual method [16] and Achanta's results [17] for the same input images. Some comparison results are shown in Fig. 8 . The input images are shown in column 1. Images in column 2 and column 3 are results of Hou's method and Achanta's method respectively. Our results are shown in column 4.
Hou's method only uses saliency map and only considers local saliency, so the extracted objects are always incomplete. Achanta's method uses saliency map and homogeneity regions and doesn't consider edge information, so the extracted objects contain some background areas.
C. Evaluation
In order to obtain an objective evaluation, we also compare our detection results with ground truth images from [17] . Fig. 9 shows some examples of ground truth images. The first row shows input images and the second row shows the corresponding ground truth images. In order to give a quantitative evaluation, we use two measurements: hit rate and false alarm rate. Hit rate means the percentage of correct salient points which are considered salient both by the proposed method and ground truth. False alarm rate means the percentage of false salient points which are considered salient by the proposed method but refused by ground truth.
The hit rate is defined as
Where, G is the ground truth image, BM is the segmented binary image by the proposed method.
The false alarm rate is defined as
. (16) Tab.1 shows comparison of average hit rate and average false alarm rate between our method and other methods. 
D. Discussion
If the input image is very complex and clustered or there is no remarkable perceptual object, our proposed method will fail. Fig. 10 shows some examples that our method cannot extract salient regions. Therefore, only those images which at least have one perceptual object are chosen in our experiments. The proposed experiment results have shown that our proposed method has performed well in most cases. More than 80% results have successfully extracted perceptual objects from the background and matched the ground truth images. However, our method has some limitations including two categories:
• Not the whole perceptual objects can be detected in some images. Some parts of the perceptual objects are neglected. This leads to low hit rate.
• Parts of the background are extracted as perceptual objects. This leads to high false alarm rate. One reason is the generated saliency map. Although our method has solved some problems of current other methods, the generated saliency maps are not very well in some images which have very clustered background or low-contrast foreground. This need to be further researched.
The other reason is the homogeneity regions. Graphbased clustering algorithm is used to generate homogeneity regions in this paper. It performances well in some images, but in some circumstances it cannot generate good results. It needs to be improved in further research.
V. CONCLUSION
A new method for perceptual objects detection is proposed in this paper. Saliency map, edges and homogeneity regions are combined together to extract the perceptual objects. This method can be used for all kind of images provided that there is at least one perceptual object.
Some experiment results and quantitative and qualitative analysis have been presented in this paper. The experiment results indicate that our method is efficient, effective and satisfying.
Saliency map is very important in the proposed method because it is required to generate salient edges and salient regions. Three kinds of saliency which are local saliency, global saliency and rarity saliency are considered in this paper. Excellent saliency maps can be generated in most images, but in some images the method cannot work well. In addition, graph-based clustering algorithm cannot generate good homogeneity regions in some circumstances. These need to be further researched in future work.
